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Summary

riiis jt.»jn.-r describes tlie PDX Poloidal Coils,
tin-ir «.iigiiuering designs, specifications, and fabri-
cation methods.

Introduction

The PDX Machine is designed to study impurity
control in Tokamaks. Several unique poloidal coil
ays'urns are required to accomplish this. In addition
to the well known OH (ohmic heating) and EF (equili-
brium field) coil systems found in all Tokamaks, there
arc three others: the NF (null field), CF (compression
field) .«id DF (divertor field). The NF system produces
a hesapole null which positions the plasma discharge
at R=1.15 meters. The CF system controls the plasma
area as a function of plasma current. The DF system
establishes a magnetic field which channels escaping
plasma into the diverter chambers. The currents in
the poioidal coil systems are prograrryned as shown in
Fig. 1. The elementary electrical operating schematics
are shown in Fig. 2.

The poloidal coils may be separated by engineer-
ing design into three major types: the external coils,
the PF (poloidal field) solenoid, and canned coils.
The external coils (OH, EF, CF and NF) are located
,'jround the head and outer perimeter of the vacuum ves-
sel nnd nre of conventional water-cooled copper design.
The PF solenoid is a self-support ing glass-epoxy cyl-
inder containing vindings of each of the five systems.
A detailed description of the solenoid is presented in
.mother paper.* The fanned coils, so called because
they are encased in stainless steel containers, are
located in the vacuum vessel by function and necessity.
The primary emphasis of this paper is on these coils
because of their unique nature. They consist of DF
coils and one pair of EF coils. Canning was required
because of the unacceptable outgassing rates of elec-
irical insulations. The general poloidal coil layout
is shown in Figures 3 and 4.

Design Performance Specifications

Table I summarizes the performance specifications
of each of the five poloidal coil systems. The maxi-
mum operating temperatures are the "hot spot': tempera-
tures in each system. The coils are cooled by de-
ionized water with an inlet temperature of 12°C. and
a pressure differential of 250 psi. High-pressure
cooling was required to minimize the number of cooling
paths.

Design Considerations and Features

General

The design philosophy of the PDX machine was
.idnpU'd after considering many factors. Of paramount
importance was a schedule and a design which would per-
mit major su!.systems to be facricated in parallel while
still permitting maximum flexibility for future modi-
fications. To accomplish, this, the toroidal field (TF)
system will be demountable and will be installed around
a completely pre-assembled unit consisting of the
poloidal fir/Id coils and the vacuum vessel.

The coil systems were designed to match existing
power supplied at Princeton. The DF-CF system is
powered by two of the generators originally installed

for the C-Stellerator while the TF system used the re-
maining ten. The OH and EF Systems are powered by the
PLT OH and SF power supplied, respectively. The NF-CF
system is pulsed by an existing lOkV capacitor bank.
Using existing supplies limited the design latitude
of the coil systems, but fortunately after several de-
sign iterations an acceptable coil layout was evolved.
Provisions have been made to permit bussing DF, CF, NF
and OH systerm in series or in parallel mode. In the
second mode of operation, the coils in the top half of
the machine are connected in parallel with the respec-
tive coils in the bottom half. Switching operating
modes is accomplished by making changes in electrical
connections at a central switching panel. Paralleling
the DF, CF, and NF systems will enhance plasma stabiliz-
ation; however, since bai.im-ing is more involved il it
hoped that the series mode of opciation will be suf-
ficient. The OH system will be operated in parallel
only during the discharge cleaning operation to per-
mit an accelerated pulsing rate.

The poloidal coils are designed to withstand
the magnetic loading of any of the anticipated fault
conditions. Tho peak copper stress is approximately
10,000 psi.

Diverter Coil Design

To establish an effective magnetic divcrter, it
has been necessary to locate all except one pair of the
diverter coils near the plasma within the vacuum ves-
sel. Since all the insulation materials with accept-
able electrical and medianica] properties have a pro-
hibitively high outgassing rate for a vacuum system
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operating at Letter than 1!) torr, the DF and EF coils
within the vacuum vessel are encased in 305 stainless
steel containers. It was anticipated that eddy cur-
rents in these cans could significantly affect the
diverter field geometry and the programming of the coils.
Efforts have been made to minimize these currents by
reducing the wall thickness to 1.57 mm (.062 in.).
The resulting resistance shortens the time constant of
the cans, thereby limiting eddy current effects to the
early stage of the plasma formation. Studies have in-
dicated that some plasma stabilization is realised by
the close coupling of the plasma to the cans during any
vertical oscillation of the plasma.

Considerable effort has been expended in arrivili
at the optimum coil packing fraction consistent with a
reliable electrica], mechanical, and thermal design.
The real problem has been one of space and clearance at
the diverter throat. Fig. 3 shows a cross section of
the coils with a flux plot of the diverter separatrix
line. This indicates a minimum clearance from the
separatrix to the can wall of 50 mm. This was found to
be sufficient clearance for efficient divertor opera-
tion. The practical limit in shrinking the coil pack-
age has been the mechanical stress they experience due
to magnetic loading. With 10 supports (the number of
supports was chosen to minimize the disruptions in the
gettering geometry), combined stresses in the neighbor-
hood of 10,000 psi are anticipated. This is probably
a pessimistic figure since it is based on the conse.-.a-
tive assumption that each turn acts independently and
no interlaminar shear is developed between turns. To
transmit the vertical loading from the coil through the
cans and into the supports, premolded standoffs are
spaceä at regular intervals between the toil and can
wall. The remainder of the space between the coil
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and can is filled with a lower modulus urethane potting
compound, llrethane was chosen because of its excellent
electrical and mechanical properties. Of primary con-
cern was a polling compound with low Initial viscosity
and resiliency to resist fracture during operation.
Since the supports have only minimal radial stiffness,
must of the radial loading is taken in hoop stress In
the copper.

Electrical Insulation

Cross sections of the poloidal coils showing
details ol the insulation are shown in Fig. S. The
turn-to-turn electrical insulation was standardized
on all poloidal coil systems to enhance reliability
and eliminate the possibility of insulating errors
during manufacture. The chosen eight layers of
0.(10325" Mylar (total thickness with adhesive) was
slicirt-UTni hi-pot tasted up to 100 kV without failure.
The peak operating voltage in the machine is 20 kV.
This thickness of insulation lessens the possibility
of failure due to chips of foreign matter or high con-
tact pressures between turns. A glass-epoxy laminate
is used as a barrier between coil layers.

The conductors of the external coils are over-
wrapped with two layers of 0.020" 'Scotchply' (cross-
ply) just prior to winding. This arts as a turn-to-
turn armor wrap and bonds the turns tightly together
prior to ground wrapping. The ground wrap consists of
tight layers of 0.020" 'Scotchply'. Cured 'Scotchply1

has a dielectric strength of 200 volts/mil.
The conductors of the canned coils are over-

wrapped with one layer of 0.007" fiberglass cloth, half-
lapped. This assists in the potting operation by im-
proving the wicking. The 3/16" (nominal) space be-
tween the coil ,?nd the can is filled with uro thane and
acts as the ground insulation, llrethane is a flexible
polymer compound with a dielectric strength of .375
volts/mil.

Fabrication Methods

The polo]dal coils are being fabricated at PPPL's
Coil Shop. Completion is scheduled for October, 1976.

The fabrication techniques for both the external
and "canned" coils are quite similar except for the
groun-itisulating and finishing process. The copper
conductors are supplied in coiled length of 60-65 ft.,
have a hardness rangt; of Rockwell F 25 to U0, and a
wild point of 5-10 kpsi. To straighten the bars and
assure a minimum yield point of 10,000 psi, the bars
are hydraulically stretched until a 2% reduction in
area is achieved. After stretching, the straightened
lengths are passed through a taping machine to apply
both the electrical insulations and the lurn-to-turn
armor wraps. Both ends of the bars are prepared by
cutting a i0° angle using a metal-cutting radial arm
saw and couterboring, concentric to the coolant pas-
sage, to accommodate a ferrule for the brazes scarf
joint. The layer-to-layer transitions are pre-manu-
factured and are the starting point of the winding.
A friet ion-break maintains tension on the conductor
during winding. Turn-to-tjrn transitions are hydraul-
iially pressed in place as required. All copper joints
nre si)ver-bra?ed with induction heating.

The external coils use 'Scotchply1 B-stage epjxy-
glass as both an armor wrap and a ground-wrap. After
the basir winding is completed, shrinkable Mylar is
applied toroidally and the turn-to-turn wraps of
'Scotchply' are cured at 250°F. for 4-6 hours. After
cure, the shrinkable Mylar is removed, the 'Scotchply1

virounü wrap is applied, and again over-wrapped with
shrinkable Mylar and cured as above.

The canned coils are potted with a urethane
compound. The completed winding is toroidally wrapped
with open-weave fiberglass cloth and carefully centered

into the lower half of the can. The cans are made by
welding five 72* stretch-formed sections together.
(Tliis process Is considerably less expensive than spin-
ning techniques which were Initially considered.)
Urethane wedges are then driven In approximately every
12" to hold the coll in place. The upper half of the
can is now carefully lowered into place and the can
closure is completed by seam-welding thd two halves
together. A seara-weIded segment of a can 1« shown
in Fig. 6 along "ith a mlcrophotograph of the welded
area of the flange. The final step is to vacuum-im-
pregnate the coil with urethane.
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Captions

Fig. 1 PDX poloidal Coll Current Programming

Fig. 2 Elementary Schematics of PDX DF-CF-NF Coil
Sys terns

Fig. i PDX I'oloidal Coll Arrangement

Fig. 4 Isometric View of PDX Poloidal Coils

Fig. 5 PDX Poloidal Coil Sections

Fig. 6 PDX Vacuum Can Test Section and Microphoto-
graphs



TABLE 1 PDX POLOIDAL FIELD COIL SPECIFICATIONS

i MAXIMUM1 MAXIMUM
V, ESW % REP.RATE AT/PULSE OPERATING JMAX., RESISTANCE2 INDUCTANCE NI

SYSTEM KA (SEC.) (SEC.) °C TEMP.°C I<A/IN SL HENRIES (KAT)
UHMIC HEATING 22 175

(OH)

1 DIVERTERFIELD 21 1.5
(DF)

"T2Ü"

120

EQUILIBRIUM 7 1.5 120
FIELD (EF)

COMPRESSION 21 1.5 120
FIELD (CF)

NULL FIELD 21 .023 120
(NF)

77 53

26 63 33

10 55 23

57 66 55

.5 12.5 38

.052

.08'!

.017

395TT

.0024 1306

.015 734

.00148 714

.0022 .00012 157.5

1 Assumes adiabatic conditions

2 At 25 C
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. 0 2 0 " Glass-Asbestos laminale Burner

,305 Stainless Steel Stretch-Formed
Con, 0 0 6 ? " Thick

CDA 102 Extruded Copper Conductors

.022" Fibergloss Cloth Over-Wrap

~ Turn-Turn Insulation
S Loyers . 0 0 3 2 5 " Mylar,Half Lapped
I Layer . 0 0 7 " Fiberglass Cloth Half Lapped

Urethone Potting Compound,
3/16" Nom. Thickness

Seam-Welded Con Closure

A. Typical "Conned" Poloidal Coil Cross Section

..160" "B" Stage Epony-Gloss Ground Wrap

Turn To Turn Insulation:
B Layers . 0 0 3 2 5 " Mylar, Half Lapped
2 Layers . 0 2 0 " " 8 " Stage Epo»y Glass
Butt Lapped

CDA 102 Extruded Copper Conductors

. 0 2 0 " Gloss-Asbestos Laminat« Barrier

B. POX Poloidal Coil Detail


